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OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEMS 
Introduction 
The need to find the best combination and allocation of resources 
in order to maximize the yield of a system has always existed. The 
problem could be as simple as a farmer deciding how much and what to 
produce or as complex as scheduling manpower and finding the optimal 
configuration of machinery at a large refinery or manufacturing firm. 
Optimization techniques can also be applied to problems such as trans-
portation schedules, diet schedules, or any problem where the input 
components or resources may be varied in order to optimize the output 
or objective of the system. 
Many methods of attacking this optimizing problem have been devel-
oped. These algorithms range from crude brute force tactics to sophis-
ticated and highly mathematical procedures. The method studied in this 
thesis employs both a brute force tactic and a mathematical procedure to 
find an optimal solution. The following definitions should aid in the 
discussion of the optimization of systems. 
"A system is a collection of items from a circumscribed sector of 
reality that is the objective of study or interest. Therefore a system 
is a relative thing. In one situation a particular collection of 
objects may only be a small part of a larger system-a subsystem" 
(6, p. 3). 
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To consider the scope of a system, one must first observe the 
boundaries and the contents of the system. Inputs must be functionally 
described. The system processes must be well defined to show the effect 
of inputs on the system. Also, the result of those processes or objec-
tive of the system is the output value. 
In order to study existing or proposed systems without building, 
disturbing, or destroying them, it is necessary to build a mathematical-
logical economic model of the system and study the performance of that 
model rather than the actual system. 
By using this model, we can change the values of certain system 
input variables and observe the effect on the system. This effect is 
measured by observing values taken on by certain system output variables 
or a combination of these variables called an objective function. Opti-
mization is a technique or method of trying to find input variables of 
the model that maximize or minimize the objective value or show a step-
wise improvement. The two most widely used techniques or methods of 
such problem-solving are simulation and mathematical programming. 
In mathematical programming, we find an analytical representation 
of the system in terms of x. 's which represent the resources of the 
l 
system. This representation consists of, first, an objective function 
that measures the effectiveness of a combination or allocation of sys-
tem resources and second, if necessary, constraining functions that 
bound the amounts of resources available or constrain the values any 
x. may take on. These functions form a solution space of feasible 
l 
candidates for choices of x .• If the choice of the x. 'sis unrestricted, 
l l 
the problem is one of unconstrained minimization or maximization. Other-
wise, when the x 's are restricted in the values they are allowed to i 
take on, then the problem is one of constrained minimization or 
maximization. 
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The math~matical program can also be further classified by deter-
mining if the objective function or constraining functions are linear 
or nonlinear. If the objective or any constraining function is non-
linear as shown in Figure 1, then the program is said to be nonlinear. 
Figure 2 demonstrates the case where the objective and all constraining 
functions are linear. This program is said to be a linear program. 
In a linear program, if a local optimum is found, then it is 
guaranteed to be a global optimum. With nonlinear programs, this is 
not always the case. However, a class of nonlinear problems can be 
defined which are guaranteed to be free of multiple local optima. 
These are called convex programming problems. 
A convex programming problem is one of minimizing a convex func-
tion or maximizing a concave function over a convex constraint set. 
Any local minimum of a convex programming problem is a global minimum. 
Convexity is a property of both a set and a function. A function is 
convex if a line segment drawn between any two points on the graph of 
the function never lies below the graph, and concave if it never lies 
above the graph. Algebraically a function f is convex if 
for all x1 , x2 in the domain of the definition of f and for 0 ~ A ~ 1 
That is, a linear interpolation n'ever underestimates the function. A 
set is said to be convex if for any two points in the space the line 
segment joining them is also in the space. Algebraically for a space 
S to be convex, L c S where 
Consider the problem 
minimize z = (x1 - 3)2 + (x2 - 4)2 
subject to the linear constraints 
x, 
6 
X1 :<: 0 
X2 :<: 0 
5 - X1 - X2 :<: Q 
- 2.5 + Xi - X2 :$ 0 
6 x, 
Figure 1. Example of a Nonlinear Program (4). 
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Geometry of Linear Programs. Consider the problem 
subject to 
x, 
maximize z = x1 + 3x2 
-X1 + X2 5'.; 1 
X1 + X2 5'.; 2 
Figure 2. Example of a Linear Program (4). 
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Although convexity is desirable, many real-world problems turn out 
to be nonconvex. In addition, there is no simple way to test a non-
linear problem for convexity because there is no simple way to test a 
nonlinear function for this property. 
Many, if not most, existing methods of nonlinear programming fall 
roughly into two categories: 
(1) methods of feasible directions, and 
(2) penalty function techniques. 
In methods of feasible directions first pick a starting point and 
find a direction such that a move in that direction violates no con-
straint and the objective function improves in that direction. One 
then moves a distance in this direction, obtaining a new and better 
point, and repeats the procedure until a point is obtained such that a 
direction can be found that violates no constraints and improves the 
objective value. 
Penalty function techniques combine objective and constraining 
functions into a "penalty" function which is optimized with no con-
straints. In this way, a constrained problem is solved using uncon-
strained methods. Since unconstrained methods are easier and many 
powerful unconstrained algorithms exist, this is a very valuable tool. 
A not-so-practical example of this concept is in the problem requiring 
Define 
minimize f(x) 
subject to g(x) ~ 0. 
p (x) f(x) + G(x) 
6 
, g(x) < 0 
where G(x) 
elsewhere 
Chapter II will discuss a method of feasible directions proposed 
by Robert Mifflin of Yale University in 1974. This method is for 
unconstrained minimization of a real-valued function f defined on Rn 
and does not require the evaluation of partial derivatives of f. The 
algorithm is partly an approximate Newton method where both first and 
second order partial derivatives are approximated from function values 
and partly a method of location variations. 
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CHAPTER II 
A SUPERLINEARLY CONVERGENT ALGORITHM FOR MINIMIZATION 
WITHOUT EVALUATING DERIVATIVES 
This algorithm for unconstrained minimization of a real valued 
function of n variables, was presented by Robert Mifflin (7) of Yale 
University. "It is a second order extension of the method of local 
variations and it does not require any exact one variable minimiza-
tions. This method retains the local variations property of accumula-
tion points being stationary for a continuously differentiable function. 
Furthermore, because this extension makes the algorithm an approximate 
Newton method, its convergence is superlinear for a twice continuously 
differentiable strongly convex function" (p. 100). That is, 
k n * n where {x } c R is the algorithm sequence and x ER minimizes f. 
The Mifflin algorithm finds a candidate for the next base point or 
move point by combining both exploratory moves and searching a downhill 
or favorable direction. Of the points generated by these two methods, 
the one with the smallest functional value is kept as the candidate for 
the next base point. Then, if this point shows a better of smaller 
functional value is kept as the candidate for the next base point. 
Then, if this point shows a better of smaller functional value, it re-
places the current base point and the process is repeated. If the 
candidate point is not an improvement, it is rejected as the new base 
8 
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point, the stepsize is reduced, and the process is repeated. The al-
gorithm terminates when the stepsize and .the functional improvement reach 
some user specified lower limits. 
The algorithm parameters required are positive real numbers a, S, 
y, cS, and p with p<l and S2<(p j 2n2y). The parameter o is related to the 
word length of the computer being used and is chosen to avoid numberical 
problems such as overflow, resulting from division by small numbers. 
The parameter y is an absolute bound over the elements of the matrix 
62f and is used to keep the matrix bounded. The parameter a is an ex-
pansion factor used in a test of how the stepsize relates to the grad-
ient norm. The parameter p and B are used in convergence testing. 
Given the above parameters, the algorithm is as follows: 
Step). Choose a starting solution point ~€Rn and 
a starting stepsize s > O. Set1the index 
k = 1 and the sequence values ~ = x and 
s 1 = s. 
Step 1. Compute an n-vector of approximate first 
partial derivatives 6f by 
6fi = (l/2s)[f(~+se!) - f(x-s~)] for i = 1,2, ... ,n 
and an approximate gradient norm 
Set the descent direction indicators 
cri ~ {:~ if 6f ,::;O, 1 if 6f.>0, 
1 
for i = 1, 2, ... , n 
Define a best axis point x by 
a 
f(xa) = min f(x+sa e ) l:s;i::;n - i-i 
Step 2. Compute an by n symmetric matrix of approximate 
second partial derivatives by 
62fii == (l/s2 )[f(~+sei) +f(.?!_-s~)-2£(~)] for i = 1,2, .•• n, 
2 2 6 fij = (aioj/s )[f(~+soi~+saj~) + £(?:!) 
- f(x+scr1ei)-f(x+scrj~j)] for 1 ~ j < i ~ n 
Define a best corner point .!c by 
min ( f(x) l<'<l< f x+scr.e.+scr.e.), 
-c -J- --n - l.-l. J-J 




Step 3. For 1 ~ j ~ i ~ n, if l62fijl>y, 
replace 62fi · by y sign (62fi ·). 
Using the Moaified Cholesky ~actor­
ization Procedure described later, with 
H = 62f , com¥ute matrices L, D and E 
such that LDL = 62f+E. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
Define an index q by 
D - E . - min (D -E ) qq qq-l~i~n ii ii 
If as> I I 6f 11 and Dqq.-Eqq>O go t'i 
step 7. If as~I l6fl I , compute x_ 
satisfying 
T 1 LDL y = -6f 
and set p = l; and if E I O, set 
Y2 = - <I IY1 i l!l l6fl i)M 
and p = 2, and if DDq - Eqq < O , 
compute ~ sat~sfyinj ~T ~ = e9 and set 
y3. = 1 sign(~ 6f)(i yll l!l lzJ1)~ 
and set p = 3, 
and define a search direction vector 
d as the yi which.satisfies: . . 
dT6f+'--1dT62fE_ = l~i~p ((yi)T6f+ (y1 )T(LDLT-E)y1 • 
Otherwise (as> I I 6ffl and Dqq-Eqq < 0) compute 
z as above and set 
- T d = - sign (~ f)~. 
Compute, if possible, a search point ~ + td , 
where t is a positive number satisfying 
f(x+td) ~ pt(dT 6f + ~ tdT62fd) 9 
Th; parameter-p is chosen less than 1 because 
if f is nearly a strictly convex quadratic 
function in a neighborhood of a nonstationary 
point x, 6f I 0 and 62f , which is approximately 
the po;itive definite matrix v2f(x) , is not 
modified at step 3 then 
dT6f + ~dT62 fd < 0, 
f(~+d) - f(~) < p(dT6f-f.l-1E_T6Zf~_) •. 
and therefore, t = 1, satisfies the inequality 
of step 5. Thus, the approximate Newton point 
and, therefore, the search process should try 
t = 1 first whenever 62f is 'positive definite. 
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Step 6. If f(~)-f(x) > --a2s2s2 , go to step 7. 
If f(~) -f(x) s -S2 x I j6fJ J2 , choose some 
reduced stepsize rE(o,s] and go to step 8. 
Otherwise set r = s and go to step 9. 
Step 7. There was not a sufficient function value 
decrease and a move is not possible so set 
r = ~s and ~ = x. 
Step 8. 
Step 9. 
If ~ f xk replace k by k + 1. Set the 
sequence values xk = x and~ = s. 
Replace x by ~ and s by r and to to 
step 1. 
Termination criterion. In practice the algorithm could 
be stopped when s and (f(x) - f(~)) are both 
below some user specified limits or when an 
upper bound on the number of function eval-
uations is exceeded. 
Modified Cholesky Factorization Procedure 
"Positive definite symmetric matrices may be factored into 
triangular matrices that are transposes of each other. We have 
= L L T 
s s 
and the decomposition is often called the square-root factorization. 
It is extremely stable, never requires interchanging to avoid small 
11 
pivots, and requires the least calculational labor of all decomposition, 
largely because of the symmetry. Positive definiteness, however, is 
essential lest complex elements appear in the factors. This restriction 
is not serious, for all symmetric matrices have real eigenvalues, and 
one may add a constant to all the eigenvalues simply by adding that 
same constant to the principal diagonal of the matrix. (Positive 
definiteness only requires all the eigenvalues to be positive.) Thus 
the Cholesky version of LR is the favorite algorithm of the family for 
symmetric matrices - adjusted if necessary to ensure positive 





Given a n by n symmetric matrix H and a 
positive number 8, this procedure determines a 
unit diagonal lower triangular matrix L, a posi-
tive diagonal matrix D and a nonnegative diagonal 
matrix E such that 
LDLT - E = H, D .. > 8 > 0 for i 11 - 1,2, ... ,n, 
T I (LDL ) .. J = I (H + E) .. I < ny for 1 < j < i < n, 1J lJ 
y max = max [ 8, l<. <. < I H .. I] . 
_J _l_n lJ 
This factorization is designed so that if 
H is positive definite and 8 is sufficiently small, 
then E = 0 and, hence, LDLT = H. The procedure is 
as follows: 
Set j = 1. 
Loop: If j n + 1, stop. Otherwise, compute 
L. = C. /D for r = 1,2, ... ,j-l Jr Jr rr 
j-1 
C . . H - L: C . L . for i = j , j + 1, .•• , n, 1J ij r=l ir Jr 
D.. rnax[o,lc .. I ,(l/y) ·+ml~~< /c .. / 2 ], JJ JJ . J _1_n lJ 
E .. = D .. - C .. 
JJ JJ JJ 
Replace j by j + 1 and go to Loop. 
In steps 1 and 2 the first and second order derivatives are 
approximated. These approximations will be exact if f is a quadratic. 
A total of ~(n+n2 ) function evaluations are required for this approxi-
mation. 2 A total of ~(n+n ) exploratory moves are considered as the trail 
move point. These exploratory points do not require extra function 
evaluations other than those used in approximating derivatives. 
Step 3 first ensures that the approximate Hessian matrix 62f is 
bounded. The parameter y should be sufficiently large and 8 sufficiently 
small that 12 f is not modified whenever 6 2f is positive definite. 
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Therefore y should be chosen to be an upper bound over the elements of 
the matrix of second partials over the optimization region. The matrix 
of second partials is then factorized by the Modified Cholesky Factor-
ization such that 
2 
- E = 6 f 
These results will be used in determining the best search direction in 
step 4. 
In step 4, if D - E < 0 then there is an indication of negative qq qq 
T -1 
curvature along the direction vector z = (L ) ~q· The search direction 
vector ~ is then chosen from up to three possible candidates x_i providing 
the stepsize is small relative to the approximate gradient norm or there 
is an indication of negative curvature. The x_1 direction is an approx-
imate Newton direction. The y_2 direction is the negative gradient 
d . . d 3 . h b 1rect1on an y 1s t e z vector a ove. This has been found to be a 
good search direction if there is an indication of negative curvature. 
The best choice of the yi is then determined by choosing the x_i 
which satisfies: 
T 2 min 1' T i T T i d 6f + ~6 fd = l<i< [(y) 6f + ~(y) (LDL - E)y] 
- _p 
"Preliminary computational experience indicate the yi that minimizes the 
two term Taylor series to be the best choice" (Mifflin, p. 105). 
In step 5 the value of t is to be sought by a one-variable minimi-
zation search process. The move point from step 2 is replaced by 
x + td if x + td has a smaller function value than the better of ~ and 
~· 
In steps 6 and 7, if there is not a sufficient function value 
decrease relative to s 2 , then a move is not desirable. The stepsize is 
halved at step 7 and there is a return to step 1 by way of steps 8 and 9 
with x unchanged. Otherwise a second function value decrease test is 
made, this time relative to J J~2 fJ J. Sufficient decrease here allows 
us to reduce the stepsize to any positive value not exceeding the cur-
rent stepsize and to define x as a sequence point at step 8. Insuffi-
cient decrease leaves the stepsize unchanged and bypasses step 8. 
"In step 8 the sequence values are defined with the properties 
k k+l f(x) > f(~ ) and sk ~ sk+l" If f is strongly convex then all of 
the points become sequence points" (Mifflin, p. 107). 
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The Mifflin algorithm will be compared to the algorithm of Davidon, 
Fletcher and Powell in Chapter 3. The algorithm of Davidon, Fletcher 
and Powell is described by R. Fletcher and M. J. D. Powell (Vol. 6, 
Iss. 2, 1963, pp. 163-168). "A Rapid Descent Method for Minimization", 
Computer Journal. The program for the Davidon, Fletcher and Powell 
method was obtained through IBM's Scientific Subroutine Package library. 
CHAPTER III 
COMPARISON OF THE MIFFLIN ALGORITHM TO THAT OF 
DAVIDON, FLETCHER AND POWELL 
To minimize f(~), we can start with the Taylor's expansion of 
f(~) about~· 
The first three terms clo3ely resemble the general quadratic function. 
F(~) = C + b x + x Ax 
If we want to minimize f(~), we can do so by truncating the Taylor's 
expansion, differentiating, setting this result to zero, and solving 
for x. 
2 0 = 'Vf (~) + 'V f (~) (~-~) 
2 -1 
- ['V f(~)] 'Vf (~) x-x = 
--4) 
This gives a new approximation for~ based on an initial given, ~· 
In general, this iterative algorithm is: 
~i+l = ~i - ~-1- ... -x =o 
Since the first three terms of the Taylor's e,xpansion are used this 
approximation is exact for a quadratic. Notice also that both the 
direction and the stepsize are determined. 
15 
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General minimization procedures can be designed which will 
minimize a quadratic function of n variables in n steps. Many are 
based on the ideas of conjugate directions (4). 
The general quadratic function can be written as above and letting 
* x minimize F(x) = 0. 
* * \?F (~ ) = b + Ax = 0 
Given a point ~ and a set of linearly independent directions 
{~, s 1 , ... , s ~,} , constants (3 1. can be found such that 
-v - -n-1 
If the directions s. are A-conjugate, i.e., satisfy 
--1 
STAS = 0, i ~ j, i,j = 0, 1, 




and none are zero, then the ~ are easily shown to be linearly inde-







.aj"~ + iEo Si sTA~ 
s T ~ + (3 • s ! As • 
-J -v J-J -::J 
T 






Now consider an iterative procedure, starting at ~ and succes-
sively minimizing F(x) down the directions~· ~l' •.. , ~ _ 1 , where 
these directions satisfy (3.3). Successive points are then determined 
by the relations 
~+l = ~ + ai~' i = 0, l, ... ,n-1 (3.5) 
where ai is determined by minimizing f (~ + '\.~), as in the optimum 
gradient method, so that 
i:; ~' T \7F(~+l) 0 s. "I -1 
A,.iV 









(b + A(x. 
-i 
+ a. s.)) 
1-1 




T 1 i-1 T 
x.As. = ~nAs. + .~ 0 a.s.As. 












which is identical to (3.4) Hence, this sequential process leads, in 
* n steps, to x where the minimum is attained. 
"A method presented by Fletcher and Powell is probably the most 
powerful general procedure now known for finding a local minimum of a 
general function f(x). It is designed so that, when applied to a 
quadratic, it minimizes in n iterations. It does this by generating 
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conjugate directions" (4 p. 7). This method, invented by Davidon, shall 
further be referred to as DFP. An iteration of this method as described 
by Lasdon (4) follows. 
H0 any positive definite matrix 
s . -H. \lf (x.) 
-i 1 -1 
Choose a a. by minimizing f(x. +as.), 
1 -1 -1 
~+l = ~j + ~ 











-H.v. y: t 
l.""'-j_ l. l. 
T 
Yi Hi Yi 
Notice that the numerators of A. and B. are both matrices, while the 
l l. 
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denominators are scalars. Thus, starting with H , these matrix adjust-
o 
ments are added to Hi to form Hi+ 1 , while maintaining positive defi-
niteness. Davidon, Fletcher and Powell (4) prove the following: 
1. The matrix H. is positive definite for all i. 
l. As a consequence of this, the method will usually 
converge, since 
d I T 
-;:;-- f(x. +as.) 0 = -Vf (x.) H.Vf(x.)<O oa -1 -1 a= -i l. -l. 
That is, the function f is initially decreasing 
along the directions., so that the function can be 
decreased at each itefation by minimizing downs .. 
. -1 
2. When the method is applied to the quadratic, then 
(a) 
(b) 
the direction s. (or equivalently 
0. are A-conjuglte, thus leading 
tB a minimum in n steps. 
the matrix H. converges to the 
inverse of tfie matrix of second 
partials of the quadratic. 
Both Mifflin's algorithm and the DFP algorithm are similar since 
they both employ a search in a downhill direction for a new base point. 
Both methods also use some form of derivatives to determine the downhill 
direction. 
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They differ in the method used to find the derivatives. Davidon, 
Fletcher and Powell require the user to supply an analytical represen-
tation of the first derivative that is evaluated with each function 
evaluation of an exploratory point. This is, of course, dependent upon 
the implementation used. Derivatives could just as well be approximated 
by differences. The important thing to note is DFP requires only first 
derivative calculation. This calculation is then used to determine the 
first partials and matrix of conjugate directions. The Mifflin algo-
rithm determines first and second derivatives by differences and given 
the functional value of the exploratory point require 2n function 
evaluations for the first derivative and ~(n2 - n) function evaluations 
for the second derivative. This derivative calculation implies more 
input and work for the user of DFP in supplying the first derivative 
analytically and faster convergence because of this added accuracy over 
the difference method of calculating derivatives. 
The algorithm of Mifflin also differs from that of Davidon, Fletcher 
and Powell by having more than one method of selecting a new base point. 
Along with a search in a downhill direction, the Mifflin algorithm also 
2 
tries ~(n + n) exploratory moves in a fixed set of directions. In each 
iteration, the best move of these two methods--the one with the smallest 
functional value--is taken to be the next base point. This procedure 
requires no extra function evaluations over those required in calculating 
derivatives. 
In order to further compare and test the performance of the two 
algorithms, define the following various functions and their numbers for 
table reference. 
Function 1. f(x,y) = (x - 5) 2 + (y - 5) 2 
This is a quadratic function with a minimum 
of 0 at (5,5). Figure 3 illustrates the 
contours of this function. 
Function 2. f(x,y) = x4 + y2 - lOx 
This is a quartic function with a minimum 
of approximately -10.179 at approximately 
(-13.572, O). Figure 4 illustrates the 
contours of this function. 
Function 3. f(x,y) = lOO(y - x2) 2 + (1 - x)2 
The Rosenbrock, or "parabolic valley", 
function with a minimum of 0 at (1,1). 
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Figure 5. Contour Lines of Function 3. 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF THE ACTUAL PERFORMANCE OF THE 
MIFFLIN ALGORITHM TO THE DAVIDON 
FLETCHER POWELL ALGORITHM 
Function Function 
Function 1 Evaluations Value Iterations 
Mifflin 9 0 1 
DFP 3 0 2 
Function 2 
Mifflin 46 -.10079 D 02 6 
DFP 20 -.10079 D 02 7 
Function 3 
Mifflin 182 .93617 D-13 25 
DFP 60 . 2 D-26 18 
Table I illustrates the performance of the two algorithms on each 
of the functions described. Notice that, as expected, the number of 
function evaluations required by the Mifflin algorithm is higher than 
the number required by Davidon, Fletcher and Powell. This is, as 
expected, because of the derivative calculation made by Mifflin no~ 
required by Davidon, Fletcher and Powell. 
Function 1 was easily minimized by both algorithms with a starting 
point of (O,O) and an initial stepsize of .1 As expected Mifflin 
solved the quadratic in one iteration using 9 function evaluations. 
DFP solved the problem in 2 iterations requiring only 3 function and 
first derivative evaluations. 
25 
Function 2 was solved by both algorithms with a starting point of 
(-3, -3) and an initial stepsize of 1. Mifflin's algorithm solved the 
problem with slightly fewer iterations than DFP. The exploratory move 
of Mifflin proved to be an advantage on this problem and often provided 
a better move point than the line search. 
Function 3 was solved by both algorithms with a starting point 
of (-1.2, 1.) and an initial stepsize of .1 DFP solved the Rosenbrock 
function with 60 function evaluations in 18 algorithm iterations. 
Mifflin's algorithm, however, converged slowly and require 180 function 
evaluations in 25 algorithm iterations. 
It should be noted that Mifflin's algorithm requires on the order 
of n2 function evaluations per iteration as compared to on the order of 
n function evaluations per iteration by DFP. This is due to the fact 
that Mifflin's algorithm approximates first and second partial deriva-
tives and the DFP algorithm makes a first partial derivative evaluation 
with each function evaluation. This approximation by Mifflin could also 
lead to numerical and accuracy problems often incurred in calculating 
and using second derivatives. 
The Mifflin's algorithm also has no lower bound on the stepsize, 
which may lead to round-off errors particularly in calculating deriva-
tives. Scaling errors may occur, particularly in the Cholesky factori-
zation calculations of L and D if the choice of o is too small. 
It would seem that the method presented by Mifflin would be a 
good choice for minimization if the user is willing to use on the order 
of n2 function evaluations per iteration as compared to on the order of 
n function evaluations per iteration used by DFP. Mifflin's method 
would although, have some power where the matrix of second partials is 
not positive definite because of the exploratory move as a "back-up" 
possibility of a new base point. 
26 
A modification to Mifflin's algorithm that might improve the per-
formance would be to either calculate first and second order partials 
analytically or to calculate first partials analytically and second 
partials by differences of first partials. If possible, this could cut 
down the number of function evaluations and replace the approximation 
of derivatives by exact derivatives. 
Other modifications of updating only parts of the matrix of second 
partials and faster Cholesky factorizations when the Cholesky factors 
are known could also be designed (7). 
In conclusion, it is suggested that the Mifflin algorithm as 
presented here be avoided. "There are a number of minimization tech-
niques which do not require derivatives. Of these, tests performed thus 
far indicate that Powell's method is the most efficient" (Lasdon, P.11). 
If derivatives are known analytically or maybe approximated, then DFP 
certainly would be a better choice. 
One last caution to the user of any mathematical program is that 
the most that can be guaranteed of Mifflin's or any other minimization 
technique without limiting the objective functions, is that it will 
find a local minimum. In general, this is the point nearest the 
starting point. 
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APPENDIX A 





1 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,0-Z) 
2 INTEGER ERR 
3 EXTERNAL 'UAO 
4 EXTERNAL QUAR 
5 EXTERNAL f 
6 Dl~ENSIC~ Xl51 
1 XIU=-l.2EC 
8 Xl2l=l.EO 
c;; S=. lEQ 
10 EP S= l .E-8 
11 IT EP=30 
12 N=2 
13 CALL MFFLN IX1N1S1F1EPS1ITER,FX,ERRl 
14 S= 1. 
l~ Xlll=-3. 
16 X(2J=-3. 
17 CALL ~FFLN IX1N1S1QUAR,EPS1ITER1FX1ERRI 
1 B S=. 1 
19 Xll~O. 
20 Xl2l=O. 



























anueLE PRECISION FUNCTIQN FIX) 




F = l00.*(X(Z)-X(l)**2l**L+IL.-Xllll**2 
RETURN 
END 
DUUELE ~RFClSION FLNCTION ~UAR lXI 




I \AL=I 111\L+l 
R F.T LRN 
f:NO 
DOUfLE P~ECISION FUl\CTICN QUAD lXI 
lMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,L,O-ZI 
OlMENSION Xl5l 
concN lllAL 













SUBRCLTlNE MFFLN 1x.N.s.F,EPS,ITER.FX,ERRI 
FURPCSE: TO tMPLEMENT MlFFLIN'S NCN-l!NEAR OPTIMIZATION 
l'E THOD 












THIS IS AN ALGORITHM FOR LNCC~STRAJ~EO MINl~IZATICN OF A 
REAL-VALUED FUNCTION F DEFINED ON R**N THAT DOES NO REQUIRE THE 
EVALU,TICN OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES CF F. THE ALGORITHM IS PARTLY 
AN APPROXIMATE NEWTON METHOD wHERE BOTH FIRST A~D SECCND ORDER 
PARTIIL DERIVATIVES ARE APPROXIMATED FRCM FLNCTION VALUES AND 
PARTLY A METHCO OF LOCATION VARIATIONS WHIC~ USES A SUBSET OF THESE 
SAME FUNCTION VALUES. FOR All OF CUR CC~VERGENCE RESULTS WE ASSUME 







C INPUT V'RIABLES 
c 
C EPS - CONVERGENCE EPSILON 
c 
C ITER - MAXIMLM NUMBER OF ITERATIG~S TO BE PERFCR~EO 
c 
C ERR - RETLR~ED ERRCR FLAG 
C l - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PERFGRMEO 
C 0 - NORMAL TERMINATION 
c 
C S - SCALAR STEPSIZE 
c 
C N - Ol~EMSIC~ OF THE FUNCTION F TO 8[ MINIMIZED 
c 
C X - T~E BASE POINT OR STARTING POINT OF EACH ITERATION 
c 
c 
C F - TH FUNCTION fO bE Mil';I"IIZED - NOTE THIS FUl\:CITCN l"UST CIE 
C DECLARED EXTEPNAL IN ThE MAIN PRaCEOURE 
c 





C LIST CF OT~ER IMPOKTANT PPOGRAM VARIABLES 
c 
C l - A LCWER TRlf<Nl;ULAR MATt<lX USED IN HE CHOLESKY FACTl'RIZATIO~ 
c 
C E - A NCN-1\:EGATIVE OIAGC~AL ~ATRIX USED IN THE CbOLfSKY 
C FACTORILATIUN 
c 
C D - A PCSITI\IE OI;\GC~.ll 'IATRIX USED IN TbE CHOLESKY fACTOP.IZATION 
c 
31 
C XCOR - THE CORNER POINT BEING CONSIDERED I~ STEP 2 
c 
C XMOV - THE MOVE POINT BEING CGNSIOERED IN STEP 2 
c 
C SIGMA - AN ARRAY OF DESCENT DIRECTION INDICATORS USED IN STEP l -
C THE VALUES UF THE ARRAY ARE EITHER -1 OR 1 
c 
C AXIS - THE AXIS POINT USED AS A CANDIDATE FOR A MOVE POINT IN STEP 1 
c 
C H - T~E MATRIX OF APPROXI~ATE SECOND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF F 
c 
C Y - Tt-E MATRIX lJF SEARCH OIREC TICNS DEF !NED BY STEF 4 
c 
C l - A VECTOR USED ANO COMPUTED IN FINDING THE BEST SEARCH DlRECTION 
C IN STEP 4 
c 
C XCNE - THE STARTING POINT PREVICUS TO ANY STEP 
c 
C T - A TEMPORARY MATRIX USED IN CALCULATING Y IN STEP 4 
c 
C ROCE - A REDUCTION FACTOR FOR A SUCCESSFUL STEP IN STEP 7. 
C EXPERIMENTATION SHOWS A REASUNABLE CHUICE FOR RUCE TO BE 
C APPRO>IMATELY 1. 
c 
C IVAL - Tt-E TOTAL NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUAT!UNS. THIS SHOULD BE 
c A co~~UN VARIABLE INCREMENTED BY SUBROUTINE F. 
c 
C UELTA - A POSITIVE SCALAR LOWER LIMIT ON THE CHOLESKY FACTORIZED 
C MATRIX 0 RELATED TO THE WORD LENGTH ANO CHUSEN TO AVOID NUMERICAL 
C PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM OIVISICN B~ ZERC. 
c 
C GAMMA - AN UPPER LIMIT ON THE ELEMENTS Cf ThE MATRIX Of SECONC 
C PARTI~LS OVER THE OPTIHlZATION REGION. ' 
c 
C BETTA - A CC,PARISCN fACOTR ChCSEN SUCH ThAT 






4S IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-h.L,C-Zl 
50 INTEGER ERR,FLAG,P 
51 DIMENSICN L(5,5),X(5J,XU5),0F(5),X2l51.YINV(5,5),El5l,Ol5J, 
1 XC GR I 5 l • XMUV ( 5) , SIG MA I 51 , AXIS I 5 J • H ( 5, 5 l, X3 ( 5 I , Y 13 • 5 l, l ( 5 l , 
2 XO NE ( 5 l, TI 5, 51 
52 DHEllSICI\ A!51,Ei!51 
53 co~~ON IVAL 
54 DATt Kw,KR/6,5/ 
55 IVAL=O 
56 f>E T fl= 1. E- 6 
57 ALP~A=lO •. 
58 GA~~A=l.E15 




C READ HE VALUE:S FOR N,S, AND STARTING X 
c 
U DO l K = l.N 
32 
63 1 xor.EIKI = X(K) 
64 FX=F( Xl 
65 DO ''999 KKl=l.ITER 
c 
C STEF l 
c 
66 WRITEIKW,2001 KKl,(XIKlrK=l,Nl,FX 




















































llPPROX JMllT E HE F ll'<S T PARTIALS 




00 12 I=loN 
Xllll=Xlll+S 
XZIIl=Xlll-S 
Al I l= F ( X 11 
R (I I= f ( X2 l 
lJF ( ll =!Al I l-ti( 11l/12.*Sl 
Xllil=Xlll 
X2 (I l =X 11 l 
CALCUL HE THE GRADIENT NORM 
llNO SET BEST DESCENT VECTORS 
If ( DF I 1 l l 15, 15, 16 
15 S IGMll I I l=l. 
GC TO 18 




NOW Fl !ID THE BEST AXIS PC INT 
lJO 22 l=l ,f\ 
IF ISIGMAIIll 20,20,21 
20 X2(IJ=Blll 
GC TO 22 
.(. l X 2 (I I =A I I I 
22 Cfl\TINUE 
1" = I H r. I X2 , I\ I 
TEMP3=X2( Ml 






70C FOR~ATl12HOAXIS PCll\T=r2E?.5.12,10X,2HF=,f25.121 
ST EF 2 
NOW APP~CXIMATE fHf HESSIAN MATRIX h 
TEMF=GAMl'A 

















no ~5 1=1,N 
CC 26 K=l,I 
IFll-Kl28,27,28 
21 H(I,Il"'Ulll+BIIl-2.*FXlllS*SI 





UEFINE THE BEST CORNER POINT 
113 IF ITEMP-Cl32,32,30 
114 30 TEMP=C 
11 ~ 0 C 3 1 J J= 1 , N 
116 XCORIJJl=Xl(JJI 
117 31 CCNTl1'UE 
118 TEMP2=C 
119 32 CCNTINUE 
120 lflHGMAllll 33,33,34 
121 33 SUM=SUM-8111 
122 GO TO 35 
l~~ 34 SUM=SUM-Alll 
124 35 IF ISIGMA(KIJ 36,36,37 
125 36 SU~=SUM-B(K) 
lU: GO 10 38 
127 37 SUM=SUM-AtKI 
128 38 Xl I ll=Xll I 
12S Xll 1<1 =XI Kl 
130 1-1 I, K l=S I GMAIK I *S IGMAC 11 *SUM II S*Sl 
131 ~(K,Il=Hll,KI 
U2 26 CCNTINUE 
133 25 CONTINUE 
134 WRITEIKW,7011tXCORIJJ,J=l,Nl,TEMP2 
135 701 FORMAT114HCCORNER POINT=,2E25.12,lOX,2HF=,E25.12l 
c 
C DEFINE THE PCSSIBLE MCVE PGINT 
c 
136 IFITEMP2-TEMP31312,3ll,311 
137 312 00 313 l<=l.~ 
138 31~ X~OVIKl=XCURIKI 
139 FMCV=TEMP2 
140 GU TO 40 
141 311 00 :H4 K=l,N 
142 314 X~OVIKl=AXISIKI 
143 FMCll=TEMP3 
144 4C LON 11 NUE 
145 WRITEIK~,710ll0F(JJ,J=l,N),XNORM 
14t: 71C ~ORMAT114HOTHE GRADIENT ,2E25.12o/19HOTHE GRAOIE~T NORM ,E25.12l 
14 1 WK I TE I KW, 1C7 l I ( H ( J , K) , K= 1, NI , J = 1, N ) 
148 707 FCR~ATl19HOThE ~ESSIAN MATRIX,21/lOX,2E25.l2ll 
C STE F 3 
c 
C****CHECK TO SEE IF H IS BOUNDED 
c 
149 DO 315 l=l,N 










































IF (H( (,JJ l 320,321,321 
320 C=-1. 
:!21 HI I ,JJ=GA"MA*C 
316 CONTINUE 
315 C CNT I NU E 
CALL CHLSK (H,L,t,N,OELTA,Dl 
WR I TE (KW, 703 l I IL ( I, J l , J= l, N l, I= l, N l , I DI Jl , J= 1, NI 
703 FORl'AT (8HOLMATRIX,2 C/111/,2E25.l2 l,/ lOHOD MATRIX , 21I1H0,2E 25. 121) 
WR I TE I KW, 74C) IE: I JI ,J=l ,NJ 
740 FOR~ATl15HOTrE E MATRIX &,2E25.12) 





4 l IF (Cl IQl-E( ll.ll I 60, 70, 70 
42 CCNT!NUE 
CALCULllTE Y1 
CALL JEST (L,O,E,T,N) 
DO ~3 J= 1, N 
T (J,JJ=T(J,J l+EIJJ 
43 C(NTI NLE 
CALL XINV(T,N,YINVl 
DO 44 J-=l,N 
SlM=O. 
DC 45 K=l,N 
SUlt-=SUM-YINVIJ,K)*Df(K) 
45 CON Tl Nl;E 
Y ( 1, J l= SUM 
44 CCNTINUE 
P=l. 
C Cl-ECK FOR E=O 
c 
183 SUM=O. 
184 DO 48 K=l,N 
185 SL"=SU"+EIK) 
186 48 CCNTINLE 
187 IFISUMI 51,500,51 
c 
C CALCULATE THE NCRM OF Yl 
c 
188 51 SUl'=O. 
J8<; DO !2 K=l,,.. 
190 52 SLM=SUM+Y(l,Kl**2 
l'll YNR~l=OSCRTISUMl 
c 
CALCULATE A Y2 VECTOR 
c 
l<J2 TEMF=-YNRMl/XNCRM 
193 DO !3 K=l,N 
194 53 Yl2,Kl=TEMP*DFIKI 
1<;5 P=2 
196 50 IFCCIIQl-EIIOll54,S00,500 
c 
35 
C CCMPUTE Z \/ECTOR 
c 
197 54 SUM=O. 
!SB CALL XlNll (L,N,Ylr-.Vl 
19<J DU ~5 K=l,N 
200 ZIKl=Yll\V(Ii;;,K) 
201 55 SLM=SUM + Z!Kl**2 
202 C=O. 
203 DO 56 ~=l," 
204 56 C=C+ZIKl*OflKl 
205 Cl= 1. 
2C6 lF !Cl 520 ,5CO ,522 
207 522 Cl=-1. 
208 520 C=Cl*YNRMl/DSQRT(SUMl 
2CG DO ~1 K=l,N 
210 57 Yl3,K)=C*ZIKI 
211 P=3 
c 
C DEFINE THE SEARCrl DIRECTION VECTOR D 
c 
212 500 CALl TEST !L,D,E,T,"l 
2 13 DO 0 l = l , P 
214 cl= o. 
215 C2=0. 
216 DC 62 J=l,N 
217 C2=C2+Yll,Jl*DFIJI 
ilE DO 61 K=l,N 
219 61 Cl=Cl+Yll,Jl*YII,Kl*TIK,Jl 
220 62 CCNTINUE 
;21 Xl( ll=Cl+C2/2. 
222 63 CONllNUE 
223 M=l~l~IXl,Pl 
224 DMl ~=Xll"1l 
225 DO <:4 K=l,N 
226 64 DIKl=VC~,KI 
227 GO 10 501 
c 
C CC~PUTE Z 
c 
228 60 CALL XINV (L,N,YINVJ 
229 DO (;5 1<=1,1\ 
;30 ZIKl=Yll\VIIQ,Kl 
231 65 CCNTINUE 
c 
C CALCUL~TE Z TRANSPCSE * DF 
c 
232 SUM,=O. 
2?3 DO 66 K=l,N 
234 66 SLM=Sl.JM+ZIKl*OFIKl 
235 Cl= l. 
?3(; IF I rnMJ 69,69,68 
237 68Cl=-l. 
23e 69 CONTINUE 
2!~ DO 67 K=l,N 
240 67 CIKl=Cl*ZIKl 
241 501 CON11NUE 
c 
C STEP ~ 
c 


























































706 FORl'AT{27HOTHE BEST SEARCH UIRECTIUN ,2E25.l2l 
CALL SRCH (F,x,c.FX.TT,NI 
IF( lTI 51C,~10,502 
502 DO 503 K=l,N 
503 Xll~l=XIKl+DIKl*TT 
F X l =FIX 11 
WR ITE(Kiol, 7131 {Xl(K l1K= l,NJ ,FXl 
713 FOR~ATll8HOTHE SEARCH PGINT ,2E2s.12,1ox,sHF(X)=,F25.12l 
lFIFXl-FMO'vl 5C4151C,510 












GD TO 8 0 
73 R=S 
GO 10 90 
STEP 7 
70 R=S/2. 




ac DO E2 K=l 11\ 
IFCXONEIKJ-XIKll82,90,82 
82 CCNTINUE 
DO E4 K= l 11\ 
84 XONEIKl=XIKI 
STEP ~ 





210 H1R~AH21HCFUNCTION EVALlJATICNS.161 
WRITEIKW17C2llXMOVIJl,J=l,Nl,FMOV 
7C2 FCR~Alll'tHOl'OVE POINT = ,2E25.1216H F = , E25.12l 
WR I 1 E ( KW, 1C«;J5 
705 FORl'ATl2lf'OTt-E NEW STEPSIZE IS ,1:.25. UI 
C TEST FOR CONV~PGENCE 
c 
28~ IF IEPS-H1"P+FMCV) 9999,9999,92. 
28f S2 IF IEPS-SI c,9s9,9999,93 
37 
38 
287 43 RE T LR N 
288 c;<;<;<;l CON 1I NUE 
Zd9 EKR=l 
29C IU:TLPI\ 






SUBROUTINE TEST IL,D,E,H,NI 
c 
C---> SUBROUTINE TEST CALCULATES T~E MATRIX H=LGL(Tl-E FOR STEP 4 
c 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-~,L.O-Zl 
INTEGER R,C 
DIMENSION L(5,51 
DIMfNSICN Ti5,5 I 
Dllo'ENSICN 0151 ,E(51,H(5,5l 
298 00 10 R-=l,N 
299 DC 5 C=l ,N 
300 TIR,Cl=O. 
301 5 CCNTil\UE 
302 lC CCNTINUE 
c 
c 
303 DO 25 R=l,I\ 
304 DC 24 C=l,R 
305 TIR,Cl=LIR,Cl*DfC) 
306 24 CCNTINLE 

















DO ::O R=l,N 
Of 2 B C= l, N 
SUl"=O. 
DD 2l: l=l,N 
SUM=SUMH(R, IJ*LIC, l l 





















~ 3 l 
C---> SUEROUTlNE XINV FlNOS THE I~VERSE OF A MATRlX l ANC STURES IT IN 







lMPLICIT REAL*B (A-H,L,C-Zl 
OIMENS!CN LX(5,5l 
DIMENSION L(5,5),LINV(5,51 
INITitl THE ~ATRIX LINV 
INITIALIZE THE L MATRIX 
DO :!l J=l ,N 
DC 30 K=l,N 
LIJ,Kl=LX(J,Kl 




C CHECK FCR A ZERC OlAGCNAL ELEME~T 
c 
332 DO 40 J=l,N 
333 lf(l(J,Jll4J,41,40 
334 41 RETURN 




C FINO T~E INVEKSE BY ROW REDUCTION METHOD 
336 OU 20 K=l,I'< 
337 C=LIK,Kl 
338 DC 5 J=l,N 
!3S l!N\/(K,Jl=LlNV(K,Jl/C 
340 l(K,Jl=LIK,Jl/C 
341 5 CCl'<Tll'<UE 
342 DC 8 J=l 1N 
343 lF(J-Kl 9,8,9 
344 9 C=LIJ,KI 
345 DC 10 l=l ,N 
346 LI J, I )=LI J, l )-LI K, I l *C 
34 7 L IN \I I J , l l = l l NV I J , I l - L INV I K , I I *C 
348 10 CGNTINU!: 
349 8 CONTINUE 
350 20 CU\TlNUE 
351 RF TlRN 
352 ENC 
40 












C---> SUBFCUTINE CHLSK DOES A MODIFIED CHGLESKY fACTOR!ZATION FINDING A 
C MATRIX L,O,E SUCH THAT LDL(Tl-E=H 
c 
c 





DO < J= l, N 
CC l K=l,f\ 




INITIALIZE MATRIX L 
365 DO 5 M=l,N 
361': DO 6 l=M,N 
367 o l(M,11=0. 
~fE 5 LI ~.Ill =l. 
c 
369 UO 100 J=l,N 
C CONPUTE THE VALUES FOR MATRIX L 
370 K= J- l 
371 IFIKll0,20.10 
,12 lC 00 12 R=l,K 
373 12 LIJ,Rl=C(J,Rl/OIRl 
C COMPUTE VALUFS FUR MATRIX C 
374 20 DO 22 l=J,N 
375 SUM=O. 
376 IFIKl26,22,26 
377 26 CO 28 R=l,K 
378 28 SUM=SUM+C(!,Rl*LIJ,RI 
379 22 ((!,J)=H(l,Jl-SUM 
c COMPUTE THE DIAGONAL ELEMEl\T er 0 
380 AM IX= DEL l A 
381 AC=DABS(C(J,JjJ 
~82 IF !DEL TA-ACJ 30,]2 ,32 
383 30 AMAX=AC 
384 32 K=J+l 
385 IF(K-l\l34,34,4C 
386 34 DO ~6 l=K,N 
387 iC=l./GAllMA*CAtJS IC( !,JI 1**2 
3e8 IFIAMAX-ACl 38,J6,36 
389 38 IMAX= AC 
390 36 CCNTINUE 
'91 4C DI JI =AMAX 
392 EIJl=O(Jl-CIJ,JI 
393 100 CC~TINUE 




~<;6 FUNCTION IMlNIX,Nl 
C---> FUNCTiON IMIN FINDS THE SUBSCRIPT Of THE MIN VALUE IN THE AkRAY X 
"97 IMPLICIT REAL*B IA-H,L,G-ZI 
398 DIMENSION Xl5l 
399 LOw=l 
400 on io K=l,f\ 
401 Jf(ll( LOWJ-X(Kl l 10,10,9 






401 SUBROl;TINE SRCH IF,xx,o,Fx,T,l\l 
C---> SUBROUTINE SRCH DOES A ONE VARIBLE Ml~!M!ZATION ON T IN F(X+TDl 
C EV FlTlNG A PARABOLA TO ThE CURVE AND THEN ~l~lMlZING THE PARABOLA 
408 IMPLICIT REAL~'8 IA-H,L,O-ZJ 




413 DO 12 I=2o.3 
414 XIIJ=T 
H 5 DC 10 J= l, N 
416 Xl(J)=XX(Jl+T*DIJI 
417 10 CONTINUE 
410 Ylll=FIXll 
419 T=T+.5 
420 12 CCNTINUE 
c 
421 CALL FIT tx.v,A,b,Cl 
422 IFl~)c;q,c;c;,52 
~23 52 T=-E/12.*Al 
424 RE rum 
425 S9 T=O. 
426 RETLRI\ 
421 END 
4?8 SUBFCUTINE FIT 1x,v,A,0,c1 
4?9 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,L,C-ZI 









C--> THIS SUBROUTINE FITS/!. PARABOLA TO THREE 5ETS OF PUINTS lX,Yl AND 
C RETURNS THE VALUES Of A,tl,C FOR A PARABOLA UF THE FORM PIXI= 




A2= IYl21-All/IXl2l-XI lll 
A3 =IV 131-Al- IX 13l-X11 l I *A2 I I I ( X 13 l-X I 11 l *I XI 31-X l 21 l I 











l UUUBLE PRECISIQN X,G,F 1H 
2 EXTERl\Al Fl 
3 ~XTERNAL F2 
4 l:XT ERNAL ROS BK 
5 Ol~El'.SICI'. Xl211Gl2l.H19l 
~ COM"ON KOUNT 





12 LIMIT=20 .. 
13 Xlll=-1.2 
14 Xl2l=-l. 
15 CALL DFMFP (ROSBK1N1X1F1G1EST,EPS,LIMIT,IER,Hl 
16 ~RITEIKW,lO)f,KOUNT,X 












































CALL DFMfP tF1,N,X,F,G,EST,EPS,LIHIT1IER,HI 
WRITEIKW,lOIF,KOUNT,X 
XI l l=O. 
Xl2l=O. 
KOU!\ T=C 




SUP.~CUTil\E ROSBK (N,ARG,VAL,G~ADI 
DllUlllf: PRECISION X,Y 






VAL=tOO.*IY-X**2l**2 + tl.-Xl**2 
GRAClll=-400.*X*lY-X**Zl-2.*ll.-XI 
GRACl21=2CC.•IV-X**21 
WR I Tl: If. tl 0 ') l K IJU II; T , V Al , X , Y 




nOUELE PR~Cl518N x,Y.ARG,VAL,GRAD 
Dl~ENSICN ARGINl,GR~UINI 
CO!' l"C N Kf.UI\ T 
KOU~T=KOUNT+l 
X=HGlll 
Y=A PG 121 






























































GRAC(ll= 4.*X**J + 10. 
GR/1((21= 2.*Y 
WRITE(6,100lKOUNT,VAL,X,Y 










VAL={X-5.)**2 + (Y-5.l**2 
~KAC(l)=2.*IX-5.I 
GR AC { 2 I= 2. * ( Y- 5. J 
W~ITE(6,lryQ)KOUNT,VAL.x.v 
















TG FINO A LOCAL ~INIMUM CF A FUNCTION UF SEVERAL VARIABLES 




CF:SCRIPTIUN UF f>ARAMETERS DF1"F 130 
FUNCT - USER-WR ITTE'~ SUBRO~TINE Ci.JNCERNING THE FUNI.. TIC1\ HJ DFMF l'tO 
tlt: MINI Ml ZtO. IT MUST BE Of THE FORM OF;~F 15J 
SUBROUTINE FUf\CTIN,ARG,VAL,GRADl OF~f 160 
ANO MUST SERVE THE FOLLOWING PURPOSE DFMF 170 
FOR EACH N-OIMENSIONAL ARGUMENT VECTOR ARG, OFMF 180 
FUNCTION VALUE: AND GRAOlENT VECTOR MUST BE CCMPUTEUDF~F 190 
AND, ON RETURN, STUREO IN VAL AND GRAU RESPECT!VELYDFMF 200 
ARG,VAL AND GRAD l'UST UE OF DOUBLE PRfCISION. OFMF 210 
N - NUMBER OF VARIABLES DFMI- 220 
X - Vl'CTCR OF Oll'ENSICN ;~ CC1'1TllINING flit INIT!At DF'•F 230 
ARGUME!';T WHEKE THE I TFRATI G_N STARTS. G'~ PET URN, OF.'IF 24Q 
X HOLDS THE ARGUME~T COKRESPONOING TO THE DF'I~ 2SJ 
Cll,..PUTEJ l'!Nll'UM FUNCTION VALUE OFMt' 26C 
llOUULf P;'EC I SI CN VFC TOR. DFMr 270 
- SlNGLF VARIABLE CO~TAINING THE Ml!';IMUM FUNCTION OFMr ZRU 
VALUE ON RETURN, I.E. F=FtXl. DFMI- 2':10 
UuUULf i'RECI SION V~RIABLE. Of'll- 301 
G - VECTOR OF OIMENS 101~ N CuNTAlN lr<G TH( GRAD!'':Nl DFMF Jl·J 
Vt:CTGR CllRRESPCr-.Cil\G TC THE Mll\IMUM ON RETURN, OFMf 320 
I.E. G=GIXI. DFl"iJ- 330 
DOUBLE PRECISION VECT8R. UFMJ- 340 
EST - IS AN ESTIMATE CF THE l\IINil"UM FUl'-<CTIGN VALUE. OFMF 350 
SINGLE PRECISION VARIABLi. DFMF 360 
EPS - TESTVALUE REPRESEl\TlNG fHE EXPECTED ABSOLUTE ERRUR.OF~F 37U 
A REASO\lAHLE CHOICE IS l0**{-l6l, !.(. OF"IF 3<l0 


























































NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS l~ FLOATING POINT 
f<EPRESE"lTAT ION. 
SINGL[ PRECISICN VARIABLE. 
LlMI T 
HR 
- MAXIMLF~ NUMBEf< OF ITt:RAflGNS. 
- ERROR P4~A~ETFR 
H 
PEl'ARKS 
!ER = Q MEANS CCNV~RGENC~ WAS UBTA!NEO 
IFR = l MEANS NC CONVERGE"lCE IN LIMIT ITERATIONS 
IFR =-l MEANS ERRORS IN GRAOifNT CALCULATION 
lcR = 2 MEANS LINEAR SEARCH TECHNIQUE INDICATES 
IT IS LIKELY THAT THERE EXISTS NO MINIMUM. 
- ~OPK!NG STOPAGE OF DIMENSION N*IN+7l/2. 
DOUBLE PRECISiuN ARRAY. 
11 THE SUBROUTI'.i" ,'•AME REPLACI i'IG THE OUl-IMY ARGUMElllT FUNCT 
MUST BE DELLARED AS EXTERNAL IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. 
10 IE'R IS SET TC 2 IF • STEPPING IN 01~E Of- Ti-'E CUMPUTE:G 
D!KECTIONS, THE FU!'.CTIGN WILL NEVEK INCREASE WITHIN 
A TOLERABLE RANGE OF ARGUMENT. 
!LR = 2 MAY CCCUR ALSC IF fhE INTERVAL WHERE F 
INC.H:ASE S IS SMALL 4ND THE IN! TIAL ARGUMENT WAS 
PELATIVELY FAR AWAY FPOfl, THE MINIMUM SUCH THAT THE 
MINIMUM WAS C\/EP.LEAPEC. Thi~ IS DUE TO THE SEARCH 
TECHNI~UE WHICH DOUBLES THE STEP~ZE UNTIL A POINT 
IS FuUNO liiHERE THE FUNCTION INCREASES. 
SUAROUTINES ANO FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
FLNCT 
I' ET HOD 
THE M~THOO I~ DESCRIBED IN THE FCLLOWING ARTICLE 
R. FLETCHER ANO M.J.O. POWELL, A RAPID DfSCENT METHOD FOP 
MINIMIZATION, 






































































••• ·•. • •• •• •• •• ••. ••• •• ••• •• ••• •••••••••• ••• •••••••••••• •• •••••••• DFMF 750 
SUB ROUT !NE DFMFP IFUNCT ,N,X,F,G,E ST ,EP S,Ll Ml T, I tk ,HI 
Cl~ENS!ONEO OUM~~ VARIABLES 
Dl~ENSION H(9),X(Nl,GINI 




DFM F 7')0 
DF"F 8\JO 
OFt'\f 8lC 
OFM F 820 
DFMf- 830 
CCl'PUTE FUNCTION VALUE ANO GRADIENT VECTOR FOR l~ITIAL ARGuMENTOFMF 840 
CALL FUNCT(N,X,F,GI DFMf 850 
DF'1f clbO 
FESET ITERATION COUNTER A~O GE~EPATE ICENTITY MATRIX 










2 lJ(] 3 L=l,NJ 
OFMF 870 
DFMr ildO 











































































START IfERATIGN LOOP 
K1:JLllT=KOLl\/T +l 
WR ITEi 6, lCOOI 
F OR~AT( lHOl 
SAVE FUNCTION VALUE, AkGUMENT VECTOR AND GRADIENT VECTOK 
i.lLDF=F 
l)(J <j J=l,I\ 
K=N-tJ 
HI K l·=GI JI 
K=K+I'< 
HIK l=X (JI 
CF.TF.RMll\/E lllRECTION VECTCI< H 
K=J -tN3 
T=C.00 
DO E L= l, N 
T=T-G(Ll*l·dKI 
lF( L-J)6,7,7 
6 K=K -tN-L 








CALCULATE OIRECTION•L DERIVATIVE Al\D TESTVALUES FOR DIRECTION 
~~CTOR r ANO GRADIENT VECTJR G. 




flEPHT SEARCH IN DIRECTION OF STEEPE!>T DESCENT IF DIRECTlCNAL 
DERIVATIV~ APPEARS TO BE PGSITlVE CR LERO. 
IFICYlll, Sl,51 
Rt:PEAT StARCH IN DIRECTION Of STEEPEST DESCENT If DIRECTION 
VF.CTOR H IS SMALL COMPARED TO GRADlENr VECTUK- G. 
11 lFll-l\R~/Gl\R~-EPS)51,51,12 
SEARCH MINIMUM ALONG DIRECTION H 
5EARCH ALONG H FOR POSITIVE DIRECTlGN~l DERIV~TIVE 
12 FY= f 
ALFA~2.DO*ltST-Fl/OY 
II.MB [A-= l .O\l 
LSE ESTIMArE FOR STEPSIZE ONLY IF IT IS P~SITlVE ANO LESS THAN 





DFMF l 000 






























D Fr'.F 1310 
OF"IFU20 













































14 AMB[A=AL FA 
15 ALFA=0.00 
SAVE FJNCTIGN ANO OERIVaTIVE VALUES FOR ULD ARGUMENT 
16 fX=FY 
DX= CY 
~TEP ARGUMENT ALONG H 
00 17 I= 1, N 
17 XCll=XCil+AMBIJA*Hlll 
COMPUTE FUNCTION VALUE AND GRADIENT FOR NEW ARGUMENT 
CALL FLNCT(N,X,f ,GI 
FY=F 
CCMPUTE CIRECTICNAL DERIVATIVE DY FOR NEW ARGUMENT. TEKM!NAT~ 
SEARCH, If DY IS POSITIVE. IF DY IS LERO THE MINIMUM IS FLUND 
CY=C.CO 
Dfl 18 l=l,N 
18 DY=CY+Glll*HCll 























C D PH 17 cl Q 
C TERMINATF SE:APCH ALSO IF THE FUNCTION VALUE !NlHCATE:!> lHAT DFMf17<10 
C ~ Ml NIMUM HAS BEEN PASS ED DFMF 1800 
13c 19 IF I FY-FXI L0.22 ,22 DFMF181S 
C DF~Fl820 
C FEPEAT SEARCH AND DUJRLE STEPSIZE FJR FURTHER SEARCHES OFMF1B30 
137 20 A~i:\CA=AMi:\OA+ALFA DFMF1840 
138 ALFt=AMBCA DF"ll'l8?0 
C END OF S~ARCI-· LCCP DFMF1860 
C DFMF1870 
C TERMINATE IF THI: CHA~GE IN ARGUMENT GETS VERY LARGE: OFMF1880 
13G IFlrNRl'.*AMflD/l-l.DlOllo.16,21 OFMF18YO 
C DFMF1900 
C LINEAR SfARCr TECHNllJUE INDICATES THAT NO MINIMUM l:XISTS DFMF1910 
140 21 IER=2 OFMF1920 
141 RETLRN DFMF1930 
C DFMF1940 
C INlEPPOLATE CUl:\ICALLY I~ THE 11'TERVAL CEFINED tlY THE SEARCH DFMF 1950 
C ABOVE AND COMPUTE THE ARGUMENT X FOR ~H!CH THE INTERPOLATION OFMFl960 
C FCLY1'CMIAL IS MINIMIZED DFMF19-70 
14 2 22 T= O.DO DFM Fl 9BO 
143 2~ IfltMBCAl24,36,24 DFMF1990 
144 24 Z=3.DO*IFX-FYl/AMBD/l+DX+DY DF"IFZOOO 
145 ALFA=DMAXUOAEISIZI ,DAB SI DX! ,OABSIDYI l DFMF2010 
146 DAL fA= Z/ Al FA DFMF 2020 
147 UALFA=DALFA*CALFA-DX/ALFA*DY/ALFA DF~F2030 
148 IF(U.LFAl51,25,25 OFMf2040 
l4<J 25 l;=ALFA*CSWRT(OALFAI OFMF2050 
15C hFA=OY-DX+~+W DFMF2060 
151 IFl.bLFAl 250,251,250 OF~F2061 
152 2?tl ALFt=IDY-Z+hl/ALFA DFMF20o2 
153 Gtl 111 2':2 DFMF2063 
154 251 ALF/l=IZ+DY-wl/tZ+DXi-Z+DYI DFMF2064 
155 25? ALFt=ALFA*AMUCA DFMF2065 
156 Oil <6 I= t,N DfMF2070 
157 Z.b XI I l=XI I l+<T-ALfAl*HI 11 DFMF20d0 
C OFMF2090 
C TFRM!NATt:, Ir THE VALUE OF THE ACTUAL FUNCT!Of; AT X IS lESS DFMF2100 






















































lHE l~TERVAL BY CHCCSING C~E E~D-PCINT EQUAL lL X AND REPF6T 
THE INtERPOLATION. WHICH ENO-POINl IS CHOOSlN UEµtNDS GN THE 
~ALUE CF THt FUNCTION ANO ITS GRAUIENT AT X 
CALL FUNCT(N,X,f,GJ 
IF ( F-Fx121.21,2s 
2 7 I F I F- FY l .H: d l: • 2 e 
2tl CAL FA=O.CO 















GO TC 22 
TERMINATE. IF FUNCTION HAS NOT lJECREASEO Ju:nNG LAST ITEl<l\Tl:J1\; 
36 IFICLCF-F+EPSl5lo3d,38 
COMPUTE DIFFERENCE VECTCRS OF ARGUi-ENT AND GRADIENT FRtlr-1 
TWO CONSECUTIVE ITERATIONS 





lFST LENGTH CF ARGUl-'ENT CIFFERENCE VECTOK At;O DIRECTIOll VFCTO.< 
JF AT LEAST N ITERATIONS HAVE t!EEN EX~CUTFO. TERMINATE, lf 












41 fF I 1-EPSI 56 ,56 ,42 
C lERMl~ATE, If NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ~OULO FXL~ED LIMIT 
42 fF(~OU~T-LIMITl43o50,50 
c 
C FREPAPE UPCATING UF MATRfX H 
43 ALF A=0.00 
o:! 47 J=l.~ 














Of MF 2230 



























































































ALF I= ALFll+W*H I K) 
47 H(Jl=W 
C FEPEAT SEARCH IN DIRECT I Cl\ OF STEEPEST DESCENT IF RESULTS 
C ARE NOT SATISFACTORY 
IF!Z*ALFAl48,l,48 
c 
C LPDATE MATRIX H 
48 K=l\31 
DO 49 L=l,f\I 
KL=l\Z+L 




GO lO 5 
C ENO OF lTERATlON LOOP 
c 




C FESTCRE OLD VALUES OF FUNCTION ANO APGUMENTS 





C ~EPEAT SEARCH IN DIRECTION OF STEEPEST DESCENT IF DERIVATIVE 
C FAILS TO HE SUFFICIENTLY SMALL 
IFICNRM-EPSl55,55,53 
c 
C lEST FOR REPEATED FAILURE OF ITERATION 
53 IF( IERl56,54,54 
54 IER=-1 
GOTC l 
55 I ER=O 
































UFMF 30 lO 
DFMF3020 
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